PRODUCT LINE CARD
ANCHOR TRACK™ FALL PROTECTION

PERMANENT ANCHOR TRACK SYSTEMS
Our permanent fall protection systems can be foundation mounted, ceiling mounted, or wall mounted.

- Ceiling-Mounted Monorail
- Inverted-U
- Post Suspension
- Traveling Bridge
- Fold-Away
- Inverted-L
- T-Frame
- Column-Mounted Swing Arm
- Freestanding Swing Arm

MOBILE ANCHOR TRACK SYSTEMS
Our mobile fall protection systems offer convenient mobility and our reliable Anchor Track.

- Griffin™ Skidded System
- Griffin Wheeled System
- Portable Box Frame
- Portable Base Swing Arm
- Rolling A-Frame (Fixed or Adjustable Height)

ANCHOR TROLLEY™
Stop post-fall drift and improve chances of self-rescue with the Anchor Trolley.

- Anchor Trolley

SRL’S AND HARNESSSES
We offer Self-Retracting Lanyards (SRL’s) and Harnesses to meet all your fall protection needs.

- Self-Retracting Lanyards
- Harnesses